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'Theatre as Weapon

of revolution' 'People's theatre-

movement' revolutionary theatre-movement 



 ''Many of our plays were mere canvassing for votes''. 



''We have realized now that irrespective of party policy of the time every

incident of hevoism of the masses is material for drama''.

    ''The revolutionary theatre

must in all plays advance revolutionary ideology''.

‘‘the revolutionary theatre

must take a step forword and look into the future when it will be ripe, as it is

inevitably will’’





''give politics and ideology to the workers''.
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W.H. Hudson, An Introduction to the study of literature, Radha Publishing House, Kolkata,

p. 199.











































 







































 



   











  







          





 

        



  











  













       













       















      



            



   















  







  















        

 





















     













  






